
PTO MEETING MINUTES 
Charter Oak International Academy PTO 

 
 
Feb 1, 2018 
 
Attending: Melissa Platzer, Jeanette Boyzueta, Rachel Tenney, Nordia Napier, Sarah Adams, 
Toral Sanghavi, Chirag Sanghavi, Lorna Farquharson, Lisa Scranton, Kim Hughes, Jennifer 
Smith, Juan Melian, Joanna Curry-Satori, Judy Busch, Tracy Krasinski, Julie Choffel, Amanda 
Peters, Kirsten Sanderson, Jodie Smith, Dana Kuhl, Katie Eikel, Melissa Zych, Dawn Hyland, 
Anne Bonito, Janelle Moreno 
  
Welcome greeting from Kim Hughes, Co-president 
  
Motion was made so that January minutes were approved by the attendees.  
  
Principals report: 
Principal Melian said thank you to all the parents for all their hard work and commented how low 
the sickness level is at the school (and to keep it up!).  Also a big thank you to ALL the teachers 
for continuing their hard work.  Stressed the importance for preparing our kids for success and 
happiness in their future.  
Another topic of importance is the idea of being more culturally competent.  But the conditions 
and climate must be good to do this.  We need to consider cultural biases and make those 
connections with the children regardless of background.  There must be access to the best 
resources and environment in order for this to happen.  One area that the school is trying to be 
stronger and better at is their work with the hearing impaired.  The School strives to be known 
for this strength so that others needing this support will be drawn to our school.   This goes 
along with the endeavor of the belief statement that has been worked on for over a year. 
The goal is GROWTH not necessarily meeting or beating standards.  Did the child show 
progress?  That’s more important than whether they are at a specific point compared with the 
rest of the district. 
  
Judy brought up that the children do not have proper handwriting skills.  Teachers ARE making 
the efforts - this was voiced by the teacher representation members at the meeting. 
  
Melissa presented a draft of a letter to ask for input: Fundraising issues with silvergraphs where 
the personal checks have been lost.  One issue is that too many things are handled by only a 
small group of people.  Juggling too many items leads to mistakes like this and the most 
important goal is to avoid something like this ever happening again.  The PTO deeply regrets 
this issue.  



  
Amanda: looking for low cost ways to make more money especially after the loss of money for 
silvergraphics.  AmazonSmile is one area we hope to grow.  Square has been used and been 
very helpful.  Paypal donate button was brought up again.  This could be a great way to collect 
money for those who prefer to do that online.  Stop and Shop rewards has started up again so 
it’s important to spread the word about that.  Boxtops have been an easy $300 last run so we 
should consider making a contest out of it by grade.  
Motion made for transferring $200 from Irene’s fund for parent work to Cultural Day Celebration. 
Approved. 
Motion to retroactively vote for putting $800 dollars towards the Yard Goats event. Money must 
be put towards paying for the tickets first before we sell them to the school community and 
recoup the money after. 
  
The school is now Green Leaf certified (through Eastern CT State University)!   Those who get 
this certification show that they are teaching environmental awareness and advancing the 
cause.  We are the only West Hartford Public School who has been awarded this environmental 
stewardship certification.  
  
Kim’s experience in the school is that there is a disconnect with the food and where the food is 
coming from.  Soul Fire Farm stresses the importance of knowing where we come from and the 
connection to the land. 
Great by 8: EDC, Equity and Diversity Committee, have subcommittees to cover many different 
areas that need to be addressed in the community.  EVERYONE is welcome.   Equity and 
equality go hand in hand.  Kate Eikel presenting information about the program and looking to 
see the interest level in the PTO and the parents.  Importance of figuring out what is the cause 
for certain issues not just addressing the problem but trying to figure the source of it.  The key is 
making sure the conversations are real so that one value system is not seen as more important 
than another.  
 
Meeting was adjourned with items left on the agenda that will be covered at a later time. 
 
 


